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PORT (SHRI RAJ BAHADUR) ; Before he 
concludes, X would Itke to say one thing. 
Enough time has been allowed Add the sub
ject has been sufl&cieatly debated. My esteo- 
mod colleague, the Minister of External Aflairs, 
has said that the matter will be kept under 
study. Therefore, under rule 340 of the Rule* 
of Procedure, I move that the debute on the 
question may now be adjourned sim die.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : Read rule 34!
(1) if you want to abuse the rule.

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR: I am not abusing 
the rule. I have made my request on two 
grounds namely, that the Minister of external 
Afiairs has already stated position.
It is a developing situation. Wc cannot take 
a decision all of a sudden ; that is any tort of 
a snap decision. Since the situation i* a deve
loping one it will be kept under review. We 
also have to study thr implication and the 
rrpcrcuwion of the statement or the declara* 
tion made by President Yahya Khan. I would 
therefore,, request that the debate may be 
adjourned sin* die.

MR. CHAIRMAN : There is no abuse of 
the rules. (Interruption) The debate is adjour
ned situ die. Shri A. K. Gopalon.

SHRI SAMAR GUHA; Sir, since the 
debate is adjourned situ dit, the resolution will 
remain alive. I do not want to divide the 
House. If there was no bar from the side of 
the Government, I have no doubt that this 
resolution would have been adopted by an 
ovcrwhelmig majority, but I do not want to 
divide the House ; I want to create a national 
consensus, and not divide the House. I there
fore agree for the adjournment of this debate 
on my resolution.

MR, CHAIRMAN: The question is :
"That the debate be adjourned sim

dUT.

The metim was adapted.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : On a point of 
order, Sir. Before getting the vote of the 
House, you declared that the debate is adjour
ned tint die.

MR. CHAIRMAN: After that, I have 
taken the vote of the Home alao*

17.21 hrs.

RESOLUTION RE. RECOGNITION TO 
PROVISIONAL REVOLUTIONARY 
GOVERNMENT OP SOUTH VIETNAM 

ETC.

SHRI A. K. GOPALAN (Palghat): Sir,
I beg to move t

"This House it of the opinion that the 
Government should take firm line of sup* 
porting the National Liberation movements 
and condemn in unequivocal terms die 
American aggression in three Indo-Chinese 
States, give recognition to Provisional Revo
lutionary Government of South Vietnam, 
and full recognition to the Government of 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Korean 
People's Democratic Republic and German 
Democratic Republic."

My Resolution seeks to express the opinion 
of the House on three vital aspects of the same 
question (1) I am asking the Government to 
take a firmer line of supporting the national 
liberation movements. (2) I am asking the 
Government to condemn in unequivocal terms 
the American aggression in three Indo-Chinese 
States and (3) I am asking the Government 
to give recognition to Provisional Revolu
tionary Government of South Vietnam and 
full recognition to the Government of Demo* 
cratic Republic of Vietnam» Democratic 
Peoples* Republic of Korea and German 
Democratic Republic. All these issues are 
interrelated and seek the Government to take 
a firmer position along with the forces of natio
nal liberation fighting against imperialism, 
especially the American imperialism.

Our country has got the bitter experience of 
imperialist domination. We had to make 
tremendous sacrifices in our struggle for natio
nal liberation. Our struggle got sympathy 
and support from the working clan of various 
countries, from the people fighting for libera
tion in the other countries of tbe world and 
the socialist Soviet Union, which had been 
liberated itself from the rule of exploitation. 
On our side we also lent support to the people 
of various countries fighting for liberation. We 
send a medical mission to Ohina. Many of 
our patriots fought in the Spanish civil war in 
defence of the Republic against the fascist 
Franco. It is because of this that our national
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movement won the widest sympathy and sup* 
port the world over.

But after independence, the situation began 
changing. In the beginning, we began 
looking towards the imperialist power for help 
and were cut off from the rising current of the 
national liberation movements. In the UNO, 
we were seen mostly on the side of imperialism 
whenever important issues of peace and liberty 
came up for discussion. Later on, we learnt a 
lesson and found whatever our anxiety, impe
rialism is neither interested in the development 
of our economy nor in the strengthening of 
independence. Wc began championing the 
cause of newly liberated countries and at the 
time of Sue* crisis, we in clear terms condem
ned the efforts of the British and American 
imperialists to intervene militarily in Egypt. 
It is in this period that the prestige of our 
country went high not only in the newly libe
rated countries but also 111 the comity of 
nations. But again our dependence on impe
rialistic aid for developing our economy forced 
us to take a soft attitude towards imperialism. 
And today we arc finding ourselves isolated 
when important questions of the national 
liberation have come in the forefront.

Though over 25 years ha\ c passed sincc the 
termination of the second world war, there is 
no lasting peace ; flames of war have not yet 
been extinguished in different parts of the 
world* There are people who are still languish- 
ing under slavery. There are people who are 
separated owing to the artificial boundaries. 
The people of South Africa, Zimbavwe and 
Nambia are still refused the right to decide 
their destinies by themselves. Disregarding 
UN Resolutions, Portugal, a NATO State, 
against -whom we had to fight for the libera* 
tion of Goa, persists in its bloody war of oppres
sion against the people of Angulo, Mozam
bique, Guineabissao and Capeverde islands 
kept under Portuguese colonial yoke. In 
Sooth East Asia; US imperialism has for many 
years waged a murderous war of extermination 
against people who have no other wish thin 
to live in free sd^dctermination and indepen
dence. The aggression of Israel and its u»pe» 
rialist afiies Against a number of Arab States 
ip also aimed a* holding up of free and inde
pendent development trf these States, and for 
the suppression of the just struggle of the

Palstiene people. Today the people of Latin 
America are carrying on their fight against 
the domination of American imperialism 
during the last year they have scored sign** 
ficant successes.

Many coups are organised to turn the wheel 
of history ; local wars are started to suppress 
the movement and militarisation of economies 
is resorted to in a big way. Don't we know 
who is responsible for it ? For how long are 
we going to look towards imperialism ? Is 
there any issue concerning the national libera
tion movement in the world which is not 
dear ? Our own experience now tells us what 
role American imperialism is playing today. 
We have seen its attitude in relation to Bangla
desh. Even the blind are able to see as to 
who is the enemy of the peoplr fighting for 
their liberation. Even a paper like the Indian 
Expnss had to condemn American imperia
lism in very strong words. In its editorial of 1 st 
Jul> it says :

“Between them the Whitehouar and 
the Pentagon have been trying to make 
the world safe for democracy over the past 
25 years. One conspicuous result of this her- 
culian effort is Vietnam where the Americans 
still plunge in a morass largely of their 
own making. Washington** historic method 
of solving international problems is to bi
sect them. In Ada, apart from Vietnam, 
China has been divided into Mainland and 
Taiwan ; Korea has been split into twins. 
In Europe one has East and West Germany

It may be that Americans were beaten by 
the British Bug which partitioned the for
mer Indian sub-continent into India and 
Pakistan. Old habits die hard .. .  .It is 
difficult for either Brittain or United States 
to repudiate the legacies they have left in 
their way. The happenings in Bangla 
Desh, the repercussions they have produced
in Washington and in a more minor key in 
Whitehall point to the trendy politics of 
today/*

As to the attitude of the British Government, 
its decision to resume and continue arm deli* 
vertes to  South Africa in flagrant violation of 
the Security GouadT* resolution amount to
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direct support for the racialist and colonialist 
oppression of the people* of South Africa and 
Nambia; It threaten* the independence of 
American States and it it at the same time 
directed against the national liberation move
ment* of the peoples of Zimbabwe, Angola, 
Mozambique and Guineabissao. Thus, it also 
endangers peace and security in the world.

But in spite of these policies of imperia
lism, national liberation movements continue 
to grow in tempo and sweep. In spite of the 
American conspiracies in Cuba, barely 150 
kilometres from thr US coast, it continues 
stoutly and firmly to carry aloft the banner of 
socialist revolution. Latin America, in the 
vanguard of anti-imperialism, is further slip
ping away from the clutches of Washington, in 
spite of the ten years of 'alliance for progress’. 
In Vietnam, in Middle East the plans of US 
imperialism are Ix-ing frustrated. The Viet
nam war has led to a sharp division inside 
the American nation. The recent revelations 
made by the American papers about the con
duct of the Vietnam war has pul American 
imperialism in the dock as the worst criminal 
before the people of the world.

1? 29| tuns.

[Shri Skzhiyan in th* Chair]

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Gopalan will 
continue his speech on the nrxt day. Now, 
we will take up Half-an-Hour discussion.

1730 hr..

HALF AN HOUR DISCUSSION RE. TEST 
BREEDER REACTOR

SHRI SAMAR GUHA (Contai); Sir, 
on 25th July last year the Government announ
ced that our Atomic Energy Commission is inte* 
rested in studying the situation of peaceful 
explosion and in reply to my question also 
they have almost given the same answer.

Sir, there Is no marked change in the 
attitude of the Government even after twelve 
months* But I  am glad to know that they 
ta w  already completed the design of having

a bigger test reactor. They are going to start 
making it. I would like to know from the 
Government when the Kalpakkam reactor 
is going to be completed and whether it will 
be possible for the Government to complete 
it before 1974. I also want to know from the 
Government because India has immense 
resources of thorium and thorium can be used 
to make U 233, another fissile material, and 
which if you can use it and utilise it for the 
purpose of using as a nuclear isotopes for 
our reactor also for the purpose of peaceful 
nuclear explosion that will not only help us 
to obviate our difficulty in regaid to nuclear 
explosion but it will be helpful for us to be 
independent of obligation of world powers in 
supplying nuclear isotopes for our reactor.

Out of these two questions I want to know 
from the Government how long they will 
continue to study this situation of having 
peaceful nuclear explosion, underground 
nuclear explosion before this nuclear explosion 
or nuclear energy ts used for nuclear engine
ering purpose likr exploration of oil or convert
ing thr desert into a fertile land. It a  obvious 
uncss we make some preliminary experiments 

it is not possible to apply this nuclear energy 
for nuclear engineering purposes. I want to 
know from the Government what steps the 
Government have taken in regard to making 
certain preliminary test? for achieving that end 
and also to muster the technology of applying 
nuclear energy for oil exploration and other 
purposes.

It is known to us and to the world that 
India does not lack in the know-how and 
technology about nuclear blasts. India has 
produced nuclear fuels also. Wc do so not 
lack in the possession of fuel for under taking 
this preliminary test on tiuclcar blast or 
nuclear explosion or mustering the technology 
of nuclear engineering. But we have been 
told that although India possess nuclear fuel 
unfortunately India docs not own that nuclear 
fuel. Because according to our contract with 
Canada, we are not free to use the nuclear 
fuel that we have from our reactors for any 
blast or explosion purposes*

I want to know from the Government 
whether it is a fact that when this contract was 
entered into with Canada in 1954, the concept 
of peaceful nuclear explosion was not there. 
Except for the utilisation of nuclear isotopes


